The cortical surface is organized into a large number of cortical areas; however, these areas have not been comprehensively mapped in the human. Abrupt transitions in resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) patterns can noninvasively identify locations of putative borders between cortical areas (RSFC-boundary mapping; Cohen et al. 2008 ). Here we describe a technique for using RSFC-boundary maps to define parcels that represent putative cortical areas. These parcels had highly homogenous RSFC patterns, indicating that they contained one unique RSFC signal; furthermore, the parcels were much more homogenous than a null model matched for parcel size when tested in two separate datasets. Several alternative parcellation schemes were tested this way, and no other parcellation was as homogenous as or had as large a difference compared with its null model. The boundary map-derived parcellation contained parcels that overlapped with architectonic mapping of areas 17, 2, 3, and 4. These parcels had a network structure similar to the known network structure of the brain, and their connectivity patterns were reliable across individual subjects. These observations suggest that RSFCboundary map-derived parcels provide information about the location and extent of human cortical areas. A parcellation generated using this method is available at http://www.nil.wustl.edu/labs/petersen/ Resources.html.
Introduction
The cortical surface of the brain is organized into a large number of interacting cortical areas (Sejnowski and Churchland 1989) . Accurate identification of these cortical areas is a major goal of modern systems neuroscience, as it would provide substantial benefits to many areas of neuroscientific investigation. For example, identification and functional characterization of visual areas in the macaque has provided a detailed hierarchical wiring diagram of the primate visual system that has greatly aided our understanding of visual processing (Felleman and Van Essen 1991) . Identifying human cortical areas would be a critical first step toward the same sort of comprehensive characterization of information flow within the brain's various processing systems. Additionally, identification of cortical areas would greatly improve investigations of brain function using graph theory (Bullmore and Sporns 2009 ), because such areas could serve as rationally defined, neurobiologically based network "nodes" Power et al. 2013 ). Finally, identified areas can serve as a priori regions of interest (ROIs) for the analysis of functional neuroimaging data. Averaging data within predefined areas would improve signal-to-noise (SNR) and reduce multiple comparison problems in statistical testing.
Identification of distinct cortical areas is based on observing dissociations in one or more critical underlying brain properties, including functional responses, topography, architectonics, and connectivity (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Price 1994, 1996) . In the macaque, decades of research using these modalities have provided a reasonable first-order approximation of a complete cortical areal parcellation (Lewis and Van Essen 2000; Paxinos et al. 2000; Saleem et al. 2007; Van Essen et al. 2012; Markov et al. 2014) . Although a limited number of similar areal dissociations have been identified in humans (e.g., Brodmann 1909; Öngür et al. 2003; Schleicher et al. 2005) , the measurement of these brain properties often relies either on invasive neural recordings or on postmortem examinations of brain tissue, both of which are difficult to obtain for large expanses of cortex in humans. As such, definitions of cortical areas in humans have lagged behind those in other primates.
Advances in functional neuroimaging techniques offer the potential for noninvasive in vivo recording of brain activity. In principle, cortical areas may be dissociated by their differential responses to specific task conditions (Petersen et al. 1988 ). However, application of this approach to the cortex broadly has been challenging, as most tasks recruit large networks of coactivated areas. This lack of specificity makes it difficult to identify fine dissociations between adjacent and functionally related areas using a necessarily limited task set.
Recently, a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique called resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) has emerged that may provide one modality for noninvasive parcellation of human cortex. RSFC relies on the observation that, in the absence of any task, spatially distant regions of cortex exhibit highly correlated patterns of blood oxygenation leveldependent (BOLD) activity (Biswal et al. 1995 ) that are both spatially structured (Beckmann et al. 2005; Power et al. 2011; Yeo et al. 2011 ) and relatively reliable across individuals (Damoiseaux et al. 2006; Shehzad et al. 2009) . While the precise significance of RSFC is uncertain, accumulating evidence suggests that regions exhibiting RSFC correlations are also functionally coactive during tasks Smith et al. 2009; Biswal et al. 2010) . In this view, these correlations observed during the resting state at least partly reflect the statistical history of regional coactivation (Dosenbach et al. 2007) . RSFC correlations also appear to be at least partly constrained by structural connections, though regions with no direct structural connections can also be functionally connected, likely via indirect pathways Honey et al. 2009 ). Taken together, this evidence suggests that RSFC measurements reflect some combination of both a region's function, in a manner not limited to any one task, and its direct and indirect connectivity.
RSFC data may be used to perform areal parcellation via a recently proposed approach known as boundary mapping (Cohen et al. 2008; . The boundary mapping approach relies on the observation that RSFC patterns can abruptly change from one cortical location to a proximate location, mirroring the abrupt changes in function or connections that form the basis of cortical area discrimination in nonhuman primates (Felleman and Van Essen 1991) ; these locations of abrupt change may thus represent boundaries between cortical areas. The boundary mapping technique has previously been used to identify transition zones in limited sections of cortex, including left lateral parietal cortex ; Barnes et al. 2012 ) and parts of frontal cortex (Cohen et al. 2008; Nelson, Dosenbach, et al. 2010; Hirose et al. 2012 Hirose et al. , 2013 , as well as in the whole brain (Wig, Laumann, Cohen, et al. 2014; . Boundaries identified in this way have been shown to (1) Separate regions with functionally discrete task activation time courses ); (2) match functional activation patterns; (3) correspond well with system-level divisions, but also further subdivide those systems; and (4) match architectonically defined areal borders between V1 and V2 . In summary, boundaries identified using this technique are reasonable candidates for borders between cortical areas. However, no previous work has either used these boundaries to identify cortical areas, or evaluated the resulting cortical areas. Here we present a method for identifying and evaluating putative cortical areas from group-average RSFC-boundary maps.
A parcellation that accurately represents cortical areas of the brain should have, among others, several properties. First, each parcel should generally be homogenous, in that it should have a similar functional connectivity pattern at all points within the parcel (Craddock et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2013) . Second, a parcellation that accurately represents cortical areas should contain parcels that overlap known human cortical areas that have been well described with cytoarchitectonics (e.g., Fischl et al. 2008 ). Third, a parcellation that accurately represents cortical areas should have a large scale network structure that is consistent with the known network structure of the brain (Power et al. 2011; Wig et al. 2011; Yeo et al. 2011) . Finally, parcels that accurately represent cortical areas in group-average data should serve as reasonable a priori ROIs in individual subjects. While the known interindividual variability in areal extent (e.g., Amunts et al. 2000) means that cortical area locations in individual subjects are unlikely to precisely match parcels identified from group-average data, these group-average parcels should still represent the central tendency of the group. Thus, for any given parcel, the functional connectivity patterns across subjects should reflect that level of reliability.
We note that some of these criteria-particularly parcel homogeneity and overlap with architectonics-are likely to fail for a minority of cortical areas. For example, some cortical areas are topographically organized (e.g., somatotopy in somatomotor cortex), such that subregions within the area have different functional responses (Rao et al. 1995) , including different RSFC responses (Long et al. 2014 ). These functional dissociations would likely either reduce the observed RSFC homogeneity of a parcel representing the area, or result in the delineation of subareal parcels within a single cortical area. These are unavoidable limitations of any RSFC-based technique.
In this study, we constructed a set of parcels derived from a group-average RSFC-boundary map that represent putative cortical areas. We assessed the homogeneity of these parcels, and we compared those homogeneities against an appropriate null model. We additionally assessed the homogeneity of these boundary map-derived parcels using an independent dataset, collected on a different scanner model at a different institution. Furthermore, we compared the homogeneity of the boundary map-derived parcellation with the homogeneities of several other alternative parcellations (Brodmann 1909; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) , including other candidate approaches for performing whole-brain areal partitioning using RSFC data (Power et al. 2011; Yeo et al. 2011; Craddock et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2013) . Each of these sets of parcel homogeneities was also compared with a tailored null model, all within the independent dataset. We also identified boundary map-derived parcels that overlapped with several known human architectonic areas. We further identified the network structure of the boundary map-derived parcellation and compared this structure with the network structure identified using all gray matter points in the brain. Finally, we assessed the level of intersubject reliability of subject-level RSFC patterns from these boundary map-derived parcels.
Methods
For a graphical summary of the methods, see Figure 1 .
We acquired two independent datasets: Dataset 1, which we used to create an RSFC-boundary map and generate parcels; and Dataset 2, which we used to compare the boundary map-derived parcellation against other putative areal parcellations.
Dataset 1
Subjects Data were collected from 120 healthy young adult subjects during relaxed eyes-open fixation (60 females, mean age = 25 years, age range = 19-32 years). All subjects were native speakers of English and right-handed. Subjects were recruited from the Washington University community and were screened with a self-report questionnaire to ensure that they had no current or previous history of neurological or psychiatric diagnosis. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The study was approved by the Washington University School of Medicine Human Studies Committee and Institutional Review Board.
Data Acquisition
Structural and functional MRI data were obtained with a Siemens MAG-NETOM Trio Tim 3.0-T Scanner (Erlangen, Germany) and a Siemens 12-channel Head Matrix Coil. A T 1 -weighted sagittal magnetizationprepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) structural image was obtained [time echo (TE) = 3.08 ms, time repetition, TR( partition) = 2.4 s, time to inversion (TI) = 1000 ms, flip angle = 8°, 176 slices with 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels; Mugler and Brookeman 1990 ]. An auto align pulse sequence protocol provided in the Siemens software was used to align the acquisition slices of the functional scans parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure plane of the MP-RAGE and centered on the brain. This plane is parallel to the slices in the Talairach atlas (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) .
During functional MRI data acquisition, subjects were instructed to relax while fixating on a black crosshair that was presented against a white background. Functional imaging was performed using a BOLD contrast-sensitive gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TE = 27 ms, flip angle = 90°, in-plane resolution = 4 × 4 mm). Wholebrain EPI volumes (MR frames) of 32 contiguous, 4-mm-thick axial slices were obtained every 2.5 s. A T 2 -weighted turbo spin-echo structural image (TE = 84 ms, TR = 6.8 s, 32 slices with 1 × 1 × 4 mm voxels) in the same anatomical planes as the BOLD images was also obtained to improve alignment to an atlas. The number of volumes collected from subjects ranged from 184 to 729 (mean = 336 frames, 14.0 min).
Dataset 2
Subjects Data were collected from 108 healthy young adult subjects during relaxed eyes-open fixation (69 females, mean age = 21 years, age range = 18-33 years). Subjects were recruited from the Dartmouth College community and were screened with a self-report questionnaire to ensure that they had no neurological problems, were not using psychoactive medications, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were given course credit or monetary compensation in exchange for their participation and were provided informed consent in accordance with the guidelines set by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at Dartmouth College. These subjects were selected as the subjects with minimal in-scan head motion from a larger cohort of 746 subjects.
Data Acquisition
Structural and functional MRI data were obtained with a Philips Achieva 3.0-T scanner and a 32-channel phased array coil. A T 1 -weighted sagittal MP-RAGE structural image was obtained (TE = 4.6 ms, TR = 9.9 ms, flip angle = 8°, 160 slices with 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels).
During functional MRI data acquisition, subjects were instructed to relax while fixating on a white crosshair that was presented against a black background. Functional imaging was performed using a BOLD contrast-sensitive gradient-echo echo-planar sequence (TE = 35 ms, flip angle = 90°, in-plane resolution = 3 × 3 mm, sense factor = 2). Whole-brain EPI volumes (MR frames) of 36 3.5-mm-thick axial slices were obtained every 2.5 s with 0.5 mm skip between slices. Two 5 min runs (240 volumes total) were collected from each subject.
Further analysis of both datasets was identical, except where noted.
Preprocessing
Functional images were first processed to reduce artifacts (Miezin et al. 2000) . These steps included (1) Correction of odd versus even slice intensity differences attributable to interleaved acquisition without gaps, (2) correction for head movement within and across runs, and (3) acrossrun intensity normalization to a whole-brain mode value of 1000. Atlas transformation of the functional data was computed for each individual using the MP-RAGE scan. Each run was then resampled to an isotropic 3-mm atlas space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) , combining movement correction and atlas transformation in a single cubic spline interpolation (Lancaster et al. 1995; Snyder 1996) . All subsequent operations were performed on the atlas-transformed volumetric time series.
Functional Connectivity Processing
Additional preprocessing steps to reduce spurious variance unlikely to reflect neuronal activity were executed as recommended in Power et al. (2014) . RSFC preprocessing was performed in two iterations. In the first iteration, the processing steps were (1) demeaning and detrending, (2), multiple regression including: whole-brain, ventricular and white matter signals, and motion regressors derived by Volterra expansion (Friston et al. 1996) , and (3) a band-pass filter (0.009 Hz < f < 0.08 Hz). Following the initial RSFC preprocessing iteration, temporal masks were created to flag motion-contaminated frames. Motion-contaminated volumes were identified by frame-by-frame displacement (FD, described in Power et al. 2012) . Volumes with FD > 0.2 mm (Dataset 1)/FD > 0.25 mm (Dataset 2; different thresholds were used based on observations of different motion "noise floors" in the two datasets, following Power et al. 2012) , as well as uncensored segments of data lasting fewer than 5 contiguous volumes, were flagged for removal. In Dataset 1, these masks censored 16 ± 14% (range: 0.7-66%) of the data across subjects; on average, subjects retained 279 ± 107 volumes (range: 151-719). In Dataset 2, these masks censored 8 ± 2% (range: 4-12%) of the data across subjects; on average, subjects retained 221 ± 5 volumes (range: 212-230).
The data were then reprocessed in a second iteration, incorporating the temporal masks described above. This reprocessing was identical to the initial processing stream, but ignored censored data. Finally, the data were interpolated across censored frames using least squares spectral estimation of the values at censored frames, so that continuous data can be passed through (4) a band-pass filter (0.009 Hz < f < 0.08 Hz) without contaminating frames near high motion frames Carp 2013) . It should be noted that, even following this processing, censored frames are still ignored during the final correlation calculations between time courses.
Surface Processing and CIFTI Creation
Surface generation and sampling of functional data to anatomical surfaces followed a similar procedure as described in Glasser et al. (2013) . First, following volumetric registration, anatomical surfaces were generated from each subject's MP-RAGE image using FreeSurfer's default recon-all processing pipeline (version 5.0). This pipeline included brain extraction, segmentation, generation of white matter and pial surfaces, inflation of the surfaces to a sphere, and surface shape-based spherical registration of the subject's "native" surface to the fsaverage surface (Dale and Sereno 1993; Dale et al. 1999; Fischl et al. 1999; Ségonne et al. 2004 Ségonne et al. , 2005 . The fsaverage-registered left and right hemisphere surfaces were then brought into register with each other (Van Essen et al. 2012 ) and resampled to a resolution of 164 000 vertices using Caret tools (Van Essen et al. 2001 ). Finally, each subject's surface was downsampled to a 32 492 vertex surface (fs_LR 32k), which allowed for analysis in a computationally tractable space while still oversampling the underlying resolution of BOLD data used in subsequent analyses. The above procedure results in a surface space that allows for quantitative analysis across subjects. A script for this procedure is available on the Van Essen Lab website (Freesurfer_to_fs_LR Pipeline, http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/index.php/Caret:Operations/ Freesurfer_to_fs_LR).
Surface processing of the BOLD data proceeded through the following steps. First, the BOLD volumes are sampled to each subject's individual "native" midthickness surface (generated as the average of the white and pial surfaces) using the ribbon-constrained sampling procedure available in Connectome Workbench 0.84 that samples data from voxels within the gray matter ribbon (i.e., between the white and pial surfaces; Glasser and Van Essen 2011) . Voxels with a time series coefficient of variation 0.5 SDs higher than the mean coefficient of variation of nearby voxels (within a 5-mm sigma Gaussian neighborhood) are excluded from the volume to surface sampling, as described in Glasser et al. (2013) . Once sampled to the "native" surface, time courses were deformed and resampled from the individual's "native" surface to the 32k fs_LR surface. Finally, the time courses were smoothed along the 32k fs_LR surface using a Gaussian smoothing kernel (σ = 2.55).
These surfaces are then combined with volumetric subcortical and cerebellar data into the Connectivity Informatics Technology Initiative (CIFTI) format using Connectome Workbench , creating full brain time courses that exclude nongray matter tissue. Subcortical (including accumbens, amygdala, caudate, hippocampus, pallidum, putamen, and thalamus) and cerebellar voxels were selected based on a mask generated by finding the modal assignment of voxels by Freesurfer segmentation across all subjects. Volumetric data were smoothed within this mask with a Gaussian kernel (σ = 2.55) before being combined with the surface data.
Boundary Map Generation
RSFC-boundary mapping identifies transitions in resting-state correlations across the cortical surface. The original approach described in Cohen et al. (2008) applied 2D image processing tools to BOLD data sampled from patches on a flattened cortical surface. The current implementation performs all calculations directly on a closed surface topology and applies to the entire cortical surface. The RSFC-Boundary Mapping procedure is implemented using Connectome Workbench and Matlab (Version 7.14, Mathworks, Inc., Sherborn, MA, USA) and follows a similar sequence as described in with some notable distinctions that will be highlighted below.
For each subject, the time course of each surface vertex was correlated with that from every other surface vertex and subcortical voxel in the CIFTI space. Each correlation map was transformed using Fisher's r-to-z transformation. For each hemisphere, the subject's RSFC map similarity matrix was created by calculating the pairwise spatial correlations between all vertex's RSFC correlation maps, producing a 32k × 32k matrix. To find positions where RSFC similarity exhibited abrupt changes, the first spatial derivative was computed using the "cifti-gradient" function in Connectome Workbench. This resulted in 32k gradient maps for each hemisphere. These gradient maps were then averaged across subjects. At this point, instead of using nonmaxima suppression to identify boundaries in the gradient maps, as in , we used the "watershed by flooding" algorithm (Beucher and Lantuejoul 1979) , implemented using custom Matlab scripts. This standard image segmentation procedure defines regions in the gradient maps by starting from local minima (vertices with values smaller than of their neighbors that were <3 vertices away) and iteratively growing until reaching locations that could ambiguously be assigned to more than one region. These boundary locations identify putative boundaries in the gradient maps. Finally, the 32k boundary maps from each hemisphere were averaged to indicate the frequency with which a given vertex was identified as a boundary.
Boundary Map Reliability
To determine the reliability of the boundary maps, we calculated the degree of spatial correlation between the boundary maps from the two datasets as an overall measure of reliability. To further determine whether the strongest boundaries in particular were highly reliable, we then thresholded the two boundary maps to retain the top quartile of boundary values (i.e., retaining the cortical vertices most likely to be boundaries) and assessed the overlap of the two thresholded boundaries by calculating Dice's coefficient.
Parcel Creation
Parcels were created from the Dataset 1 boundary map only using custom Matlab scripts. We identified all local minima on the boundary map image as seeds to be used for parcel creation. Parcels were grown from these seeds using the "watershed by flooding" procedure described above, such that parcels were allowed to expand outward from the seed until they either reached a height threshold on the boundary map or met another parcel. This resulted in a large number of parcels tiling the cortical surface (>1000), with one-vertex wide borders (i.e., the watershed zones) separating them. Pairs of parcels were then merged together based on the values of the boundary map in the border vertices between the parcels, which represent the local change in connectivity patterns, and therefore can be considered a measure of the dissimilarity of the parcels. If the median boundary value between two parcels was below a threshold, then the parcels were considered not sufficiently dissimilar and were merged together. We visually examined multiple border thresholds, and the optimal threshold that captured all major divisions in the boundary map image appeared to be at the 60th percentile of the values in the boundary map (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for parcellations resulting from other threshold values). As areas of the cortex with very high boundary map values are likely to be transition zones between parcels rather than parcels themselves, we then eliminated all parcels and portions of parcels in vertices with high boundary map values (defined as the top quartile of values in the boundary map).
This procedure produced an anatomically plausible number of parcels that visually appeared to fit the contours of the boundary map. Parcels in low-SNR areas (defined as regions with mean BOLD signal <750, consisting primarily of orbitofrontal cortex and anterior ventral lateral temporal lobe; see Ojemann et al. 1997; , which are likely to be noisy and unreliable, were excluded from further analysis. Finally, we eliminated parcels containing fewer than 15 cortical vertices (∼30 mm 2 ) because the effective resolution of the BOLD data (originally 4 × 4 × 4 mm, then upsampled and smoothed on the surface) suggested that accurate identification and evaluation of objects of that small might be dubious.
Parcel Evaluation
The parcel creation procedure outlined above creates parcels based on strong boundaries that indicate large differences in connectivity patterns between adjacent cortical regions. However, a parcel that accurately represents a cortical area should not only be distinct from its neighbors but, in most cases (i.e., nontopographic regions), it should also have a single, consistent connectivity pattern across the parcel-in other words, its connectivity pattern should be homogenous within the parcel. Thus, the degree to which the created parcels are homogenous can serve as a quality metric of the parcellation (Craddock et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2013) . We assessed the homogeneity of the parcellation using the following technique: for each parcel, we computed the average whole-brain connectivity pattern of each vertex in the parcel across subjects in Dataset 1. We then entered the connectivity patterns from all vertices in a parcel into a principal components analysis. The homogeneity of the parcel was calculated as the percent of total variance across all vertices' connectivity patterns that can be explained by the first (largest) principal component. A higher homogeneity value indicates that the connectivity patterns of vertices within the parcel can be better described by a single connectivity pattern. We then averaged the homogeneity values across parcels to determine the overall homogeneity of the whole parcellation. Compared with other metrics of parcel homogeneity, this novel metric has the advantage of being highly interpretable: The homogeneity of a parcel represents the percent of variance in the parcel explained by the most common connectivity pattern. Homogeneity analyses conducted with a previously devised homogeneity metric (average z-transformed pairwise correlations between all vertex connectivity patterns within a parcel, from Craddock et al. 2012) yielded very similar results ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ).
However, we note that any metric of parcel homogeneity is likely to be dependent on parcel size, with smaller parcels being intrinsically more homogenous. To illustrate this fact, consider that a large, perfectly homogenous parcel could be divided in half, and both halves would still be perfectly homogenous. Furthermore, a direct comparison of the homogeneities of the large and small parcels would not indicate one scheme as superior to the other, even though the large perfectly homogenous parcel is much more likely to represent a single cortical area. Even in a purely random parcellation scheme, randomly placed small parcels are more likely to contain a single connectivity pattern than randomly placed large parcels, which will more often span multiple cortical areas. Thus, any homogeneity-based evaluation of a parcellation must be compared with a null model-it should consider not only how homogenous the parcels are, but also whether they are more homogenous than would be expected from randomly placed parcels of the same size and shape. Thus, we assessed the degree to which a parcellation was more homogenous than a null model consisting of many parcellations with randomly placed parcels of the same size, shape, and relative position to each other.
To create such random parcellations, we rotated each hemisphere of the original parcellation a random amount around each of the x, y, and z axes on the spherical expansion of the 32k fs_LR cortical surface. This procedure randomly relocated each parcel while maintaining the relative positions of parcels to each other. Each parcel was then slightly dilated or contracted to adjust for vertices gained or lost due to the nonuniform vertex density across the surface of the sphere, thus maintaining the same number of vertices within the rotated parcel while approximately maintaining the same shape. Random rotation was repeated 1000 times to generate distributions of average homogeneities calculated from randomly placed versions of each tested parcellation. Notably, in any random rotation, some parcels will inevitably be rotated into the medial wall (where no data exist) or into low-SNR regions (where we believe the homogeneity of data to be particularly low). The homogeneity of a parcel rotated into one of these regions was not calculated; instead, we assigned this parcel the average homogeneity of all random versions of the parcel that were rotated into valid (high-SNR) cortical regions.
The average homogeneity of the original parcellation was compared with the homogeneities of the set of rotated parcellations. We assessed (1) the number of rotated parcellations that had worse average homogeneity than the original parcellation and (2) the difference between the original parcellation homogeneity and the distribution of random homogeneities, calculated as a Z-score [(original homogeneity − mean of random homogeneities)/standard deviation of random homogeneities].
Comparison of Parcel Homogeneity Against Alternative Parcellations
We compared the homogeneities of boundary-derived parcels against those of several alternative parcellations, created using a variety of methods (and excluding all parcels in low-SNR regions). These alternative parcellations included "Power ROIs": A set of functional ROIs derived from a combination of meta-analytic and functional connectivity analyses (Power et al. 2011) ; "Craddock": A parcellation created by the NCUT method (Craddock et al. 2012) ; "Shen": A parcellation created using a multiclass spectral clustering approach to the NCUT criterion (Shen et al. 2013) ; "Power communities": A parcellation created using the Infomap community detection technique (Power et al. 2011 ); "Yeo": A parcellation created using a signal clustering technique (Yeo et al. 2011) ; "Brodmann": A parcellation created from canonical Brodmann areas (Brodmann 1909) ; and "AAL": A parcellation created from the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) . Each parcellation was sampled to the cortical surface where necessary, and parcels containing <15 cortical vertices outside of low-SNR regions were eliminated from further analysis. For parcellation approaches with multiple solutions (the Craddock and Shen parcellations), we selected the solution with the number of parcels most similar to the boundary map-derived parcellation. We repeated these analyses for all other available Craddock and Shen parcellations with at least 50 parcels; these produced similar results to the chosen parcellation ( Supplementary Figs 8 and 9) . Table 1 provides additional details for each of these parcellations.
To ensure that the boundary map-derived parcellation created using Dataset 1 was not advantaged by being tested in the same dataset, we tested all parcellations' homogeneity using Dataset 2. For each parcellation scheme, we evaluated homogeneity using Dataset 2, and compared it with the homogeneity of randomly rotated versions of the parcellation.
Comparison of Parcels with Known Cytoarchitectonic Areas
If the boundary-derived parcellation created above is an accurate representation of the cortical areas in the brain, then it should contain parcels that are similar to known human cytoarchitectonic areas. We visually compared the boundary map-derived parcels to the probabilistic borders of areas 17, 1, 2, 3 (combining 3a and 3b), 4 (combining 4a and 4p), and hOc5 that were mapped to the 32k fs_LR by Van Essen et al. (2012) ( publicly available through the SumsDB database, http://sumsdb.wustl.edu:8081/sums/index.jsp) based on cytoarchitectonic mapping by Fischl et al. (2008) .
Identification of Parcel Network Structure
If the boundary-derived parcels created above are accurate representations of the cortical areas in the brain, then the network structure of the temporal correlations between these parcels should be highly similar to previously published descriptions of the network structure of the temporal correlations between all gray matter voxels.
Closely following Power et al. (2011) , we assessed the network structure of the parcel-wise graph using the Infomap algorithm (Rosvall and Bergstrom 2008) . In each subject, we calculated the average time course of each parcel from Dataset 1, and cross-correlated these time courses to form the parcel-wise correlation matrix. These correlation matrices were then Fisher-transformed and averaged across subjects. The resulting average correlation matrix was thresholded at a variety of correlation thresholds calculated to create connection matrices with specific degrees of sparseness (ranging from 1 to 3% of all possible connections surviving the threshold, in steps of 0.1%). Furthermore, connections passing these thresholds were removed if the geodesic distance along the cortex between the centroids of the connected parcels was <20 mm. The resulting connection matrices at each threshold were then evaluated using the Infomap algorithm, which assigned parcels to communities at each correlation threshold based on the maximization of within-community random walks in the connection matrix. Communities with 5 or fewer parcels were eliminated from consideration, and those parcels were considered unassigned.
We then collapsed across Infomap thresholds using a "consensus" procedure, with the goal of incorporating information both from more sparse thresholds, in which smaller networks were likely to emerge, and more dense thresholds, in which more parcels were likely to be successfully assigned. In this procedure, each node was given the community assignment it had at the sparsest possible threshold at which it was successfully assigned. The node assignments were "cleaned up" by removing small communities that were only present at one threshold. This procedure is nearly identical to the method used to collapse previously published voxel-wise community assignments (Power et al. 2011 ) across thresholds to create a single network map (the "Power communities" map described above). We note that this procedure does not attempt to comprehensively describe all features of the network, and may be especially poor at capturing nonhierarchical network features (which do occur infrequently). Rather, it provides a single, summary view of the brain's networks.
We assessed the overlap between the consensus parcel-wise network communities and the surface-mapped voxel-wise Power consensus communities described above. Overlap was calculated as the number of cortical vertices that had the same community identity in both parcel-and voxel-wise Infomap analyses divided by the total number of vertices that were assigned to a community in both analyses.
Use of Parcels in Individual Subjects
Ideally, the boundary-derived parcellation could be used to interrogate individual subject data. However, applying a group-level parcellation to individual subjects should only be performed if there is reasonable confidence that the parcellation truly does reflect the central tendency of the overall group, such that data in a given parcel from an individual will tend to look like the average data in that parcel across individuals. Thus, to determine whether the parcellation derived from the group boundary map could also be used to investigate individual subjects, we examined how reliably individual subjects' parcel connectivity maps looked like the group-average parcel connectivity maps.
For each parcel in each Dataset 1 subject, we calculated the wholebrain subject-level connectivity pattern of the parcel by extracting the parcel's mean time course in that subject's data and correlating it against the time courses from every other gray matter point in the brain. We then averaged the Fisher's Z-transformed correlation patterns across subjects. Finally, we calculated the spatial correlation between the group-average Fisher-transformed connectivity pattern for that parcel and all of the Fisher-transformed subject-level connectivity patterns for the same parcel. This analysis produced a subject-group similarity (i.e., spatial correlation value) for each parcel in each subject.
We then explored two dimensions of variability in connectivity patterns: at the subject level and at the parcel level. First, we examined whether some subjects tended to be more or less similar to the group average than others, and whether the degree of similarity was related to the quantity of data remaining for each subject after motion correction. This was done by averaging similarity scores across parcels, for each subject, and then plotting these subject average scores against the number of uncensored time points in each subject's resting-state scan. Second, we examined whether some parcels' subject-specific connectivity patterns tended to be more or less similar to the group average than others. This was done by averaging similarity scores across subjects, for each parcel. Parcels with low average similarity scores can be considered unreliable for use in cross-subject analysis.
Results

Boundary Map Characteristics
Visually, the group boundary map (Fig. 2) appears very similar to our previously published boundary map , though close examination indicates that the present boundary map appears cleaner, with sharper boundaries, and lower minimum boundary values. Comparison of histograms of the values in the current boundary map and the previously published boundary map ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) supports this observation, as the value distribution of the current map is markedly shifted to the left, suggesting a reduction in measurement noise in the map.
Boundary Map Reliability
Boundary maps from the two datasets appeared visually very similar. When thresholded at the top quartile of boundary map values, the boundary maps from the two datasets overlapped closely ( Supplementary Fig. 2) , with a Dice's coefficient of 0.71.
Parcel Creation
The parcel creation procedure produced 422 cortical parcels (206 in the left hemisphere and 216 in the right hemisphere; Fig. 3 ). Of these parcels, 356 (178 in each hemisphere) parcels were at least partly (≥15 vertices, ∼30 mm 2 ) outside low-SNR areas . The remaining 66 parcels were considered unreliable due to low SNR and were excluded from further analysis.
Parcel Homogeneity
We calculated the homogeneity of each of these parcels within Dataset 1. Homogeneity represents the degree to which the parcel has a uniform connectivity pattern, and is thus a metric of parcel quality. Parcel homogeneities are mapped onto the brain as shown in Figure 3 . Mean parcel homogeneity across all parcels was 89.1 ± 5.8% (maximum 98.4% and minimum 61.2%).
We then compared the mean homogeneity of this parcellation with a null model consisting of mean homogeneities from 1000 matched parcellations randomly rotated on the cortex. We observed that the mean homogeneity of the boundaryderived parcellation was much higher than any of the 1000 randomly rotated null model parcellation homogeneities (Fig. 3) ; the parcellation was thus significantly more homogenous than random at P < 0.001. These null model parcellations had a mean homogeneity of 85.6%, with a standard deviation of 0.29% across parcellations; the boundary-derived parcellation had a homogeneity Z score of 12.07 (i.e., was 12.07 SD away from the mean of the null model parcellations).
We further examined the relationship between parcel homogeneity and parcel size to determine whether the homogeneity measure was dependent on parcel size. The homogeneities of the real parcels (in red) and null model parcels (in gray, medians in black) are plotted against parcel size in Figure 3 . We observed a close relationship between homogeneity and parcel size that can be appreciated with the Lowess fit line plotted on top; this relationship was observed both for the boundaryderived parcels (in red) and for the random-matched parcels (in gray; mean homogeneities of random parcels in black). In summary, parcels derived from boundary maps are highly homogenous. Overall, this parcellation is also much more homogenous than a null model consisting of randomly replaced versions of the parcellation, suggesting that the present parcels are well placed. We further established that the homogeneity measure has a strong relationship with parcel size, justifying our use of the present null model, which accounts for parcel size and shape.
Comparison of Parcel Homogeneity Against Alternative Parcellations
To demonstrate external validity of the parcellation, we evaluated the homogeneity of the Dataset 1 boundary map-derived parcels using data from Dataset 2. The mean homogeneity across the boundary map-derived parcels was 87.4 ± 6.4%, which was similar to, but slightly lower than, the homogeneities of the parcels derived from and tested in Dataset 1 (89.1 ± 5.8%, as stated above).
As above, we compared the homogeneities of the boundary map-derived parcels with the null model consisting of randomly rotated versions of the parcellations. Once again, the boundary map-derived parcellation tested in Dataset 2 was more homogenous than any randomly rotated parcellation (P < 0.001); it had a Z score of 10.91 compared with the distribution of random parcellations.
We further evaluated the homogeneity of several alternative parcellations using Dataset 2. Parcel homogeneities from these alternative parcellations can be seen in Figure 4 ; average homogeneities of each parcellation are listed in Table 2 .
We then compared the homogeneities of each alternative parcellation against the homogeneities of a null model consisting of 1000 randomly placed versions of the parcellation. See Table 2 for comparisons to the null model parcellations. The Power ROIs, Yeo parcels, and Brodmann parcels were more homogenous than any of their null model parcellations, while the Shen parcellation and Power communities were significantly better than the set of random parcellations, but not better than all possible random parcellations. The Craddock and AAL parcellations were not significantly more homogenous than their null models.
Finally, we examined homogeneity versus parcel size relationships for the boundary map-derived parcellation, as well as for each alternative parcellation ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Relationships between homogeneity and size were observed for each parcellation and the null model of each parcellation, though size-homogeneity relationships appeared weaker for parcellations with less variance in parcel size, as would be expected. When the fit lines of all the parcellations and random parcellations were plotted on the same scale ( Supplementary  Fig. 5 ), it became evident that while all parcels exhibited homogeneity decreases as size increased, the boundary mapderived parcels had superior homogeneity even when parcel size was taken into account.
Comparison of Parcels with Known Cytoarchitectonic Areas
We observed a strong visual overlap between the boundary map-derived parcels and several known cytoarchitectonic areas. The left side of Figure 5 illustrates these overlaps on the left hemisphere (see Supplementary Fig. 6 for right hemisphere overlap). The architectonic boundary of area 17 almost perfectly encompassed a single RSFC-defined parcel in both hemispheres. In contrast, area hOc5 also appeared to correspond with a single parcel in the left hemisphere, but that parcel extended significantly beyond the probabilistic border of the area. In the right hemisphere, no parcel corresponded with area hOc5. Area 1 did not correspond with any parcels, falling directly on top of a border between parcels in both hemispheres.
In both hemispheres, cytoarchitectonically defined areas 2, 3, and 4 aligned well with a string of parcels running down the pre-and postcentral gryri. Taken together, these strings of parcels matched areas 3 and 4 almost perfectly, and overlapped most of area 2, failing only to capture a ventral posterior section of the area. Thus, we hypothesized that while the parcels do not conform well to strict anatomical definitions of cortical areas, they may be capturing some unknown functional subdivisions within the areas.
One possible functional subdivision these parcels could be capturing is the known somatotopic divisions within areas 2-4, in which dorsomedial somatomotor cortex receives sensory input and projects motor output to the feet, dorsolateral somatomotor cortex to the hands, and ventrolateral somatomotor cortex to the mouth and tongue. We conducted a post hoc investigation of this possibility using results from a motor fMRI task collected as part of the Human Connectome Project. This task involved blocks of cued left or right finger tapping, left or right toe squeezing, and tongue movement (see Barch et al. 2013 for details). Preliminary findings from this task conducted in 20 subjects were presented in Barch et al. (2013) ; the present investigation used results from 219 subjects, analyzed using the same procedures as in Barch et al. (2013) . We thresholded these data at a very high statistical threshold (arbitrarily selected to be Z > 8.0, though similar results were observed for any threshold between Z > 5.0 and Z > 10.0) and examined the overlap between the task activations and the various parcels in the pre-and postcentral gyri. We observed that each task activation cluster very wellmatched multiple parcels in the pre-and postcentral gyri (left hemisphere activations shown in Fig. 5, right; see Supplementary Fig. 6 for right hemisphere activations) . The correspondence was particularly clear for the hand and tongue activation clusters. The left hemisphere (though not right hemisphere) foot cluster extended anteriorly and posteriorly to the pre-and postcentral gyri. Importantly, the dorsal/ventral borders of each activation cluster conformed very well to some of the parcel borders that split the putative cytoarchitectonic areas into multiple parcels. This suggests that these borders represent differences in function within a topographically organized area that are not captured by cytoarchitectonics.
Parcel Network Structure
We conducted community detection in the parcel-wise graph across many density thresholds (see Supplementary Fig. 7 for results from all thresholds), and we collapsed across thresholds using a consensus procedure. There was a considerable visual overlap between the cross-threshold consensus parcel-wise communities (Fig. 6, top ) and the Power communities (Fig. 6,  middle) . Every community found in the Power communities was also observed in the parcel-wise communities except for one in the anterior medial temporal lobe. These included all of the classic large scale RSFC networks/systems that have been consistently identified using multiple techniques (community detection, Power et al. 2011; independent components analysis, Beckmann et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2009; signal clustering, Yeo et al. 2011) , such as Visual (dark blue in Fig. 6 ), Dorsal somatomotor (light blue), Ventral somatomotor (orange), Auditory Figure 3 . Boundary map-derived parcels are both highly homogenous and more homogenous than a null model. Top: 422 cortical parcels were created from the Dataset 1 boundary map. Bottom left: homogeneity of each parcel, calculated as the percent of the variance in RSFC patterns explained by the parcel's first PCA eigenvariate. Green indicates a parcel is >70% homogenous; red indicates >90% homogenous. Bottom middle: average homogeneity across parcels (red dot) was significantly higher than that across parcels of each null model iteration (black dots). Bottom right: homogeneity of individual real parcels (red dots) was higher than that of null model parcels (gray dots) when plotted against parcel size. Black dots indicate the median homogeneity across iterations for each null model parcel. Lowess fit lines in red and black emphasize the homogeneity-size relationship for the real and null model parcels, respectively.
(light purple), Default (red), Frontoparietal (yellow), Dorsal attention (green), Cingulo-opercular (purple), Ventral attention (teal), and Salience (black). They also included a number of less well-known systems that have been identified only in more recent investigations (Power et al. 2011; Yeo et al. 2011) , such as (1) A superior temporal sulcus-centered community (pink in Fig. 6); (2) a community in the anterior and posterior lateral frontal cortex, ventral inferior parietal lobule, and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (tan); (3) a community in retrosplenial and ventral temporal cortex (white); and (4) a community in posterior cingulate and ventral posterior precuneus (medium blue). Meanwhile, only one community emerged in the parcels was not found in the Power communities: A community in the marginal sulcus and frontal eye fields (colored magenta in Fig. 6, top) .
Overall, the overlap between the two methods was 71.2%. Multiple parcels with 100% overlap were observed in medial prefrontal, parietal, and occipital cortices, anterior and posterior insulae, and pre-and postcentral gyri. In contrast, parcels with poor overlap between the two methods were observed in lateral occipital and retrosplenial cortex, marginal sulcus, and frontal eye fields (Fig. 6, bottom) .
Use of Parcels in Individual Subjects
We examined how similar the group-average parcel connectivity patterns were to the connectivity patterns seeded from the same parcel in each individual. Across all subjects and parcels, the average Fisher-transformed spatial correlation (Z(r)) between subject and group connectivity patterns was 0.57 ± 0.15. However, we observed that the average Z(r) across parcels was not uniform across subjects, ranging from 0.34 to 0.69. We tested whether this variability was related to how much data had been collected on a subject. We observed a Figure 4 . When tested in an independent dataset, the boundary map-derived parcellation is more homogenous than any other parcellation, and does better relative to its null model than any other parcellation. Top: parcel homogeneities of each competing parcellation when tested in Dataset 2. Bottom: average homogeneity across parcels of each parcellation (red dots) compared with the average homogeneity across parcels of each of 1000 null model iterations (black dots), which vary in homogeneity because of differing parcel sizes. ***indicates the parcellation was more homogenous than all of its 1000 null model iterations (i.e., P < 0.001); *indicates the parcellation was more homogenous than at least 950 of its null model iterations (P < 0.05). nonlinear relationship between the number of time points analyzed and the average subject-group Z(r) across parcels (Fig. 7,  left) . The average Z(r) for 84 subjects with <300 uncensored time points (12.5 min) ranged from 0.35 to 0.64, with 48 subjects having a Z(r) <0.55, but the average Z(r) for 36 subjects with >300 uncensored time points ranged from 0.56 to 0.68. We also observed that subject-group Z(r)s were not uniform across different parcels, ranging from 0.32 to 0.73 (Fig. 7, top  right) . Specifically, parcels in medial occipital cortex, lateral and medial parietal cortex, insular cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, and pre/postcentral gyrus tended to have a Z(r) around 0.6 or above, with parietal Default mode parcels ( posterior cingulate/precuneus and angular gyrus) having the highest Z(r), around 0.7. When analysis was restricted to the 36 subjects with >300 time points, Z(r) values increased in 355 of 356 parcels; however, the spatial pattern of Z(r) across parcels did not change (Fig. 7, bottom right) . This suggests that including subjects with insufficient data reduces the reliability of parcel connectivity estimates globally rather than in specific parcels.
Discussion
In this study, we described a method for building discrete parcels from RSFC-boundary maps. We also described a homogeneity-based metric to evaluate the quality of the parcellation, and we demonstrated that the boundary map-derived Figure 5 . Boundary map-derived parcels match known cortical areas and functional activation patterns. Left and middle: a variety of cytoarchitectonically defined cortical areas (Fischl et al. 2008) were matched by boundary map-derived parcels. Area 17 overlapped very well with one parcel, whereas area hOc5 overlapped moderately well with another parcel. Areas 2, 3, and 4 overlapped with several adjacent parcels. Right: parcel divisions within cytoarchitectonic areas 2, 3, and 4 corresponded with divisions between activation clusters from motor movements of the right foot, right hand, and tongue (Barch et al. 2013) . Figure 6 . The network structure of the boundary map-derived parcellation closely corresponds with the previously described network structure of the brain. Top: communities identified with the Infomap community detection procedure using the boundary map-derived parcels as network nodes. See the text for names of each colored community. Middle: the network structure of the brain calculated using every voxel as a network node (Power et al. 2011) . Bottom: spatial overlap of the parcel-and voxel-wise community assignments. parcels were highly homogenous. We found that the parcellation was significantly more homogenous than size-and shapematched random parcellations in two independent datasets. We also found that the boundary map-derived parcellation had higher overall homogeneity and performed better relative to random parcellations than a number of alternative parcellations. We additionally observed a high degree of overlap between the boundary map-derived parcels and several known cytoarchitectonic areas, with subdivisions within the cytoarchitectonic areas corresponding to functional differences. We further examined the network structure of the boundary map-derived parcels, and we found that it closely matched the previously described voxelwise structure of the brain. Finally, we observed that boundaryderived parcel connectivity patterns were mostly reliable across individual subjects.
There are good a priori reasons to believe that RSFC-boundary maps have real utility for areal parcellation of human cortex. First, RSFC-based techniques are noninvasive and can be applied to any subject population that does not exhibit severe movement during scanning. Second, RSFC is believed to represent some combination of direct and indirect structural connectivity Honey et al. 2009 ) and a statistical history of functional coactivations (e.g., Dosenbach et al. 2007 ); as such, it reflects some combination of a region's function and connectivity, which are two of the major measures proposed to dissociate cortical areas (Felleman and Van Essen 1991) . Third, RSFCboundary maps, in particular, have been shown to not only identify where RSFC patterns change, but also to correspond with task activation patterns and to known areal borders based on architectonic divisions . This cross-modality validation indicates that strong RSFC boundaries are very likely to index cortical area divisions in many cases.
Boundary Map-Based Parcellation Generates Parcels That Conform to Cytoarchitectonic Areas
We observed that the boundary map-derived parcellation contained parcels that had very strong overlap with the known extent of area 17, as defined by Fischl et al. (2008) and mapped to the cortical surface by Van Essen et al. (2012) . Other known cortical areas, such as somatomotor areas 2, 3, and 4, were overlapped by a combination of several parcels. These observations-that parcel borders conform to cytoarchitectonically based estimates of human cortical areas-lend substantial face validity to the parcellation.
However, the fact that somatomotor areas were subdivided into multiple parcels suggests that the present parcellation does not faithfully replicate all architectonic areas, but may instead overparcellate some areas. We predicted that overparcellation would be most likely to occur in topographically organized architectonic areas, such as somatomotor cortex, that are known to have subregions with dissociable functional responses (Rao et al. 1995) , including dissociable RSFC responses (Long et al. 2014) . Indeed, overparcellation based on function is the most likely explanation for the subdivisions within somatomotor areas, as we observed that at least some of those subdivisions were functionally relevant, conforming to the boundaries between different functional activation patterns resulting from motor movements of different body parts. The present boundary map-derived parcellation should thus be considered a functional parcellation; as such, it provides complementary information about brain organization that cannot be observed via anatomy.
In contrast, area hOc5 (also known as the middle temporal+ complex) was only moderately well matched by a too-large parcel in the left hemisphere, and did not match any parcel in the right hemisphere. This failure to parcellate the area may be Figure 7 . Group-average parcel connectivity is similar to subject-level connectivity, but this similarity varies across parcels and subjects. Left: the average Fisher-transformed correlation between group-and subject-level parcel connectivity patterns for each subject, plotted against the number of time points in each subject's resting-state data. Top right: the average group-subject correlation for each parcel, averaged across all subjects. Bottom right: the average group-subject correlation for each parcel, averaged across subjects with >300 time points (12.5 min) of resting-state data.
related to the known individual variability in hOc5 (Malikovic et al. 2007) , which is greater than that of any other area investigated here (Van Essen et al. 2012) . Inconsistent locations of cortical areas across subjects would reduce the likelihood that the boundary mapping procedure can successfully identify the area's border.
In total, the boundary map-derived parcellation consisted of 422 discrete parcels. This number of parcels falls above the range of 150-200 human cortical areas per hemisphere estimated by Van Essen et al. (2012) . It is possible that, like the somatomotor cortex, various other architectonic cortical areas may be functionally subdivided by the present parcellation, resulting in an inflated number of parcels.
Boundary Map-Based Parcellation Generates Parcels That Are Functionally Homogenous
Overall, the boundary-derived parcels had highly homogenous RSFC patterns, with an average parcel homogeneity of almost 90%. This high degree of homogeneity in RSFC patterns indicates that most parcels represented regions of uniform BOLD signal, which is an expected characteristic of most cortical areas.
Only a few parcels had low homogeneity (Fig. 3) . Some of these parcels-e.g., in medial and anterior inferior temporal lobe, and in inferior insula-were near low-SNR areas, and may have had somewhat degraded signal; thus, low homogeneity is not surprising in these parcels. Other parcels-in right angular gyrus, right occipital cortex, bilateral occipitotemporal cortex, and left frontal eye fields-more likely represent local failures of the RSFC-boundary mapping procedure, in which a true border between cortical areas was not successfully delineated.
Homogeneity-Based Parcellation Evaluation Must Account for Parcel Size and Shape
The boundary map-derived parcels were not only highly homogenous, they were also much more homogenous than a null model consisting of 1000 identical parcellations that were randomly rotated into a new position on the cortical surface. The use of a null model is necessary for true evaluation of a parcellation, as the homogeneity measure of a given parcel is strongly dependent on the parcel's size ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figs 4 and 5). A similar effect was reported by Craddock et al. (2012) , who found that the homogeneity of both clustering-derived and random parcels varied strongly as a function of the number of clusters specified (which will vary inversely with parcel size). By examining homogeneities of individual parcels, we show that this effect is specifically driven by parcel size; this can be appreciated by examination of the parcel size versus homogeneity plots of the randomly rotated parcels (gray points in Fig. 3 ; black points represent the mean homogeneity across rotations). As discussed in the Methods section, this effect likely arises because small randomly placed parcels are more likely to fall within large homogenous regions such as the medial posterior parietal cortex, whereas large randomly placed parcels are more likely to sprawl across multiple cortical areas. The effect of parcel size is also likely constrained by the smoothness of the data, which is affected by averaging across variable subjects, the application of geodesic Gaussian smoothing during data processing, and the intrinsic spatial autocorrelation of the BOLD signal. If these explanations are correct, then a parcel's homogeneity will depend not only on its size, but also on the regularity of the parcel's shape, as an elongated parcel is more likely to sprawl across multiple cortical areas and extend beyond the intrinsic smoothness of the data than a circular parcel with the same surface area. This means that any appropriate null model of homogeneity must account both for a parcel's size and its shape. Of previously published RSFC-based parcellation approaches, only Craddock et al. (2012) compared their parcellation to a null model; however, that null model was simply the same number of randomly generated parcels. That null model thus maintains the average parcel size, but it does not attempt to match these sizes on a parcel-to-parcel basis or to maintain the shape of parcels, as the present null model does.
Boundary Map-Derived Parcellation Performs Better Than Alternative Parcellations
We tested the homogeneity of the boundary map-derived parcellation using a second dataset, such that the parcel creation procedure was completely independent of the data in which it was tested. We found that the parcellation was still highly homogenous, and still much more homogenous than its null model, suggesting that these boundary map-derived parcels represent a robust central tendency of the population and can be applied to other datasets, even ones collected with different sequences on different scanners. Further, the boundary mapderived parcellation was both more homogenous than any other putative areal-level parcellation tested, and was more homogenous compared with its null model than any other parcellation tested. This suggests that it better represents functionally homogenous cortical areas than any of the other parcellations.
Parcellations derived from network detection approaches [the clustering-based approach proposed by Yeo et al. (2011) and the community detection procedure described in Power et al. (2011) ] performed reasonably well when compared with their null models ( particularly the Yeo parcellation), suggesting that these parcellations contain substantial information about the structure in the data. However, the raw homogeneities of the parcels in this parcellation were only moderate. This likely indicates that these approaches, which are designed to identify large scale brain systems or networks, do not parcellate the brain finely enough to represent subsystem-level distinctions between adjacent regions. Such distinctions, as demonstrated by , likely reflect areal divisions in the brain, as they indicate where multiple regions with similar but discrete connectivity patterns interact within larger systems. The fact that such divisions are not reflected in the Yeo and Power parcellations indicates that those parcellations are closer to system-level divisions of the brain than true parcellations of cortical areas.
Parcellations based on the NCUT criterion (Craddock et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2013) were moderately homogenous; however, the Shen parcellation was only marginally more homogenous than its null model, whereas the Craddock parcellation was not more homogenous than its null model. This poor performance on a homogeneity-based measure is surprising, given that clustering techniques such as these are designed to group similar signals together, which in theory should produce homogenous parcels. Blumensath et al. (2013) recently argued that parcels produced using the NCUT criterion described in Craddock et al. (2012) are dependent primarily on the specified cluster number rather than on the underlying data, as highly reproducible NCUT parcels could be produced using random data. The present results are a further demonstration that NCUT-derived parcels do not represent the underlying data structure well.
The Brodmann parcellation (Brodmann 1909 ) had low homogeneity, but was more homogenous than any of its null model parcellations. This suggests that, like the Yeo and Power parcellations, this parcellation does successfully represent structure in the data, but is too underparcellated to represent true cortical areas. This perspective agrees with modern attempts to anatomically parcellate human cortex, which frequently observe more fine-grained architectonic divisions than those reported by Brodmann (e.g., Morris et al. 2000, retrosplenial cortex; Öngür et al. 2003, orbitofrontal cortex; Morosan et al. 2005, superior temporal gyrus; Caspers et al. 2006, inferior parietal cortex; Scheperjans et al. 2008, superior parietal cortex; Kujovic et al. 2013, extrastriate visual cortex) .
The AAL parcellation (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) had the lowest homogeneity of all parcellations and was not better than its null model. Indeed, there was no expectation that the AAL parcellation would represent the structure of RSFC data, as previous work has indicated that AAL regions are worse than RSFC-based parcellation schemes at representing cortical areas (Craddock et al. 2012; Blumensath et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2013) .
The Power ROIs (from Power et al. 2011) had both high homogeneity and were significantly better than all null model parcellations. These ROIs, which were derived partly from an earlier, less precise version of the present boundary mapping procedures, have been used in the field for a variety of purposes, including investigation of motion-related artifacts , functional connectivity dynamics (Glerean et al. 2012) , task control processes (Cole et al. 2013) , and deficits related to neuropsychological disorders such as Autism (Rudie et al. 2013) , attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Eloyan et al. 2012) , and schizophrenia and bipolar disorders (Argyelan et al. 2014) . The present results suggest that these ROIs are reasonable estimates of cortical area centers, though not of full cortical areas, as they do not attempt to define the boundaries of areas.
One other RSFC-based whole-brain areal parcellation scheme has recently been proposed (Blumensath et al. 2013 ), but we were not able to compare this scheme against the present boundary map-derived parcellation, as it was never applied to group-average data. Blumensath et al. reported that subject-level parcels could be created using a region growing approach constrained by hierarchical clustering. Furthermore, they reported that, compared with parcels derived using the NCUT technique (Craddock et al. 2012) , these parcels were more reliable, better represented RSFC pattern transitions, and better aligned with task activation patterns. However, it is unclear if this method could produce reasonable groupaverage parcels.
Parcel-Based Network Structure Corresponds with Voxel-wise Network Structure
We used a community detection procedure (Infomap; Rosvall and Bergstrom 2008) to identify the network structure of boundary map-derived parcels, and we compared it with the previously described network structure of the brain defined using every voxel in the brain as a node (the "Power communities" described above; Power et al. 2011) . Every community found in the Power communities was also observed in the parcel-wise communities except for one in the anterior medial temporal lobe. These included a number of large, highly replicated communities such as the Default, Frontoparietal, and Cingulo-Opercular communities. They also included smaller communities, such as a retrosplenial/temporal community, a cingulate-precuneus community, and a superior temporal lobe community, which have been identified only recently using advanced network analysis techniques (Power et al. 2011; Yeo et al. 2011) . The observation that parcel-based communities replicate both large, easily detected RSFC systems and small, subtle RSFC systems indicates that the present parcellation captures the overall network structure of the brain in considerable detail. The fact that this detailed structure is represented without the need for voxel-level granularity suggests that the present parcellation is appropriate for use in certain network analyses, such as graph theory analysis, which benefit from a limited number of rational, neurobiologically based nodes in order to be interpretable Power et al. 2013 ).
One additional community was observed in the parcel-wise analysis that has not been observed in previous work: A community in the marginal sulcus and frontal eye fields (magenta in Fig. 6 ). These areas were incorporated into the Cinguloopercular and Dorsal attention systems, respectively, in the Power communities. We are not aware of any work demonstrating that these regions operate as a coherent unit; in contrast, it is well established that the frontal eye fields are a central node of the Dorsal attention system (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) . Furthermore, we observed that this community only emerged at relatively sparse thresholds; at more dense thresholds, it was split and incorporated into Cinguloopercular and Dorsal attention communities, as in the Power voxel-wise communities ( Supplementary Fig. 7) . We thus speculate that this newly observed community may represent an overseparation of existing communities rather than a real brain system.
Most Group-Defined Parcels Reliably Represent Individual Subject Connectivity, Especially for High-Data Subjects An important goal of this work is to create parcels representing cortical areas that can be interrogated in individual subject data. Conducting fMRI analysis in a parcel-wise fashion is an ideal form of data reduction , as it involves analyzing several hundred relatively independent, homogenous parcel-averaged signals rather than 65 000+ noisy, nonindependent voxel signals. In principle, applying these parcels to subject-level task analysis would thus not only decrease the need for multiple comparison correction, but would greatly increase the power of the analysis, as averaging a homogenous signal across a parcel would reduce noise levels. We examined whether the boundary map-derived parcels could be used for individual subject analysis. We found that, on average, subject connectivity maps had high spatial correlations to group-level maps, suggesting that, in general, extracting and averaging subject-level data from a group-average parcel is a valid approach.
However, we also observed that this degree of similarity was not uniform across subjects and parcels. For a given subject, connectivity similarity with the group was observed to be strongly and nonlinearly related to the amount of data the subject retained after motion censoring: Subjects with greater than 12.5 min of data had high average similarity to the group, whereas those with <12.5 min of data were variable in how similar they were to the group. This finding emphasizes the need to acquire large amounts of data for reliable RSFC estimates, which has been well characterized by Anderson et al. (2011) , who similarly demonstrated nonlinear effects of scanning time on RSFC reliability. Specifically, they found that reliability increased as 1/sqrt(scanning time). A similar relationship may be present in the current data, though we found that fitting this curve to the scanning time/group similarity relationship explained only about 33% of the variance in group similarity, so we hesitate to draw any strong conclusions about the nature of this effect.
A number of parcels were observed to have high homogeneity, indicating that the parcel was well formed in the group, but nevertheless had relatively low subject-group similarity. The most likely explanation for this phenomenon is interindividual variability in functional connectivity. Indeed, the locations of the most variable parcels-in lateral prefrontal cortex and lateral temporal-occipital cortex (green and purple in Fig. 3 )-correspond to regions previously reported to have particularly high intersubject variability in RSFC patterns (Mueller et al. 2013) . While most boundary map-derived parcels are appropriate for subject-level data analysis, these few parcels may be too variable for such a purpose. Ideally, issues of intersubject variability could be avoided by creating single-subject parcels from subject-level boundary mapping. In theory, such subject-level parcels could then be matched to each other for averaging or comparison across subjects; this procedure would constitute an areal-level registration. Blumensath et al. (2013) previously demonstrated that wholebrain parcellations can be created at the individual subject level, though in that work no attempt was made to match parcels to each other across subjects, which would be needed for true parcel-level cross-subject analysis. Future work may explore the feasibility and utility of subject-level parcel matching.
Limitations
While this parcellation scheme is homogenous, replicates the network structure of the brain well, and has similar connectivity patterns across individuals, it may not yet constitute a truly reliable whole-brain parcellation. Most parcels are highly homogenous, but some (e.g., in lateral occipital cortex) appear to be inaccurate and/or underparcellated. Other regions may be somewhat overparcellated. For example, while the parcellation describes some subdivisions in somatomotor cortex that correspond with functional activation patterns, other subdivisions have no known functional relevance, and they divide the motor and somatosensory strips into an arguably implausible number of parcels. It is likely that more accurate parcellations addressing these issues may be generated in the future as higher resolution datasets with more per-subject time points (such as the Human Connectome Project) become available.
It should also be noted that the present approach results in a purely functional parcellation that, while containing substantial information about the location and extent of anatomical cortical areas, nevertheless does not perfectly converge with a true anatomical areal parcellation. Indeed, the topological functional organization of some cortical areas makes it unlikely that specific anatomical area boundaries could ever be derived from purely functional measures like RSFC. In their classic parcellation of macaque visual cortex, Felleman and Van Essen (1991) remark that ideally, each cortical area should be uniquely identifiable using any of several modalities (connectivity, architectonics, topographic organization, functional responses, or behavioral consequences of lesions). In practice, they found that not every area could be identified using every method; often only one or two of these methods dissociated a specific area. This suggests that comprehensive categorization of all cortical areas in the human cortex will require further data from additional modalities.
Conclusions
Here we demonstrate that parcels created from RSFC-boundary maps overlap with known architectonic areas and have highly homogenous connectivity patterns. We also demonstrate that these parcels are far more homogenous than a null model in two independent datasets, indicating that the parcellation not only captures the structure of the data, but that it generalizes across different subject pools, scanners, and scanning sequences. Furthermore, no other parcellation tested was as homogenous or had as large a homogeneity difference compared with its null model. The proposed parcellation scheme thus appears to better represent functional divisions within the human brain than any other RSFC-based parcellation scheme yet published. A modified version of this parcellation created by combining both datasets ( Supplementary Fig. 10) is publicly available at http://www.nil. wustl.edu/labs/petersen/Resources.html.
